60% Plaisted’s Organic Compost and 40% Plaisted’s Screened Soil
Plaisted’s Organic Compost Mix can be used as replacement or as an
amendment to any soil. The organic matter enriches the soil to support better
plant growth and provides porosity. Better porosity makes it easier for plants to
establish a good root system to grow and flourish. This compost mix also increases
the ability of the soil to absorb and distribute moisture, oxygen and nutrients.

Q:

How does Plaisted's Organic
Compost Mix improve
sandy soil?

A:

It slows the loss of nutrients
and water. This mix provides a
consistent high quality growing
medium that helps retain
important moisture levels, while
providing valuable nutrients for
growth. This mix can either
replace your sandy soil, or it
can be added as an
amendment.

Q:

How does Plaisted's Organic
Compost Mix improve
clay soil?

A:

This mix allows water and air to infiltrate, allowing excess water to drain,
thereby creating just the right soil porosity. It will keep the soil loose. You can
either replace the clay soil with this mix, or use it as an amendment.
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Plaisted’s Organic Compost Mix
Plaisted's Organic Compost Mix
is composed of organic compost,
pulverized topsoil and uses the
AccublenderTM to create this mix
for a consistent product.

Plaisted’s Accublender TM

Delivery Options
We deliver!
• Our fleet of 40 trucks can deliver
one yard to 45 yards per load.
• Or, come in with your own vehicle
and our friendly staff will load the
product for you.

Plaisted Companies' four-bin
AccublenderTM has been used to
create this product. This unique blender
has an on-board screen deck that removes
oversized particles and a mechanical
paddle wheel that insures uniformity.
The AccublenderTM automatically adjusts
for flow rates of material and will stop the
conveyor belt when feed bins run out of
material. The AccublenderTM assures a
consistent and accurate product...
load after load.

Ordering Information
763.441.1100
Contact Andy Andersen with your horticultural soil questions—
email AAndersen@plaistedcompanies.com or call him at 763.633.6587
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